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For the first time under the bright summer sun, BRAFA opened its
doors, once again confirming why it is regarded as one of the most
prestigious art fairs in the world. Moving to Brussels Expo for this

Elena Martinique

year’s edition, the fair remained true to the values it is known for quality, authenticity and eclecticism. Yet, the change of venue
brought a different spirit to the fair, providing a spacious environment
where one can easily breathe among the works. After two alternative
initiatives during the pandemic years, the excitement around the
highly-anticipated

in-person

edition

was

palpable

during

the

Preview.
While bringing remarkable surprises as each year, the fair maintains
the quality and the luxury of the artworks on view. Balancing tradition
and innovation, the line-up of galleries at BRAFA 2022 is truly rich
and wide-ranging. Visitors can explore the aisles featuring 115
Belgian and international exhibitors
exhibitors, including 18 newcomer
ones, displayed in a circuit that promotes discovery and a mix of
styles. Acting as a grand ephemeral museum that traces art history
and archaeology down to our era, the fair takes the visitors on a
wonderful journey through different periods, styles and continents,
offering a continuous flow of variety that broadens the horizons. No
matter your preferences, BRAFA has something to offer to everyone,
whether you are an art collector or simply an art enthusiast.
Despite its impressive size, BRAFA once again drew the visitors with
its warm, inviting and homey atmosphere, inviting them to escape
and dream. As in previous years, the decoration at BRAFA does not
disappoint, thanks to their Belgian guest of honor Arne Quinze
Quinze, who
brought the colors of his garden to the fair. The venue is elegantly
flowered, covered with a flowery, pastel-toned carpet designed by
Quinze, and further embellished by sculptures, paintings and
drawings of the artist. Each of the booths in the fair is a universe in
itself, making the visitors engaged with one imaginative display after
the next.
Catering to a range of interests, BRAFA ART TALKS will welcome
important figures from the art world, from museum curators and art
market experts to collectors. This series of daily lectures promises to
be yet another delightful program that will inspire curious minds.

BRAFA Art Fair 2022 - Stern Pissarro Gallery

Modern and Contemporary Art at
BRAFA 2022
Adorned with a large-scale sculpture by Arne Quinze and a fresh
warm color palette, the entrance of BRAFA already provides a feeling
that you are about to enter a special universe. As you step inside the
venue, you are immediately confronted with the eclectic nature of
this unique fair - right across the entrance, at Brame & Lorenceau
(stand 13), there is an exquisite selection of modern art, including
works by Henri Matisse, Hans Hartung, Sol LeWitt, Jean Dubuffet and
Alexander Calder; in the booth next door, at De Jonckheere (stand
14), is an impressive selection of Old Masters, such as Pieter Brueghel
the Younger and Quentin Massys, juxtaposed with modern works by
Lucio Fontana and Paul Delvaux; a selection of "fetishes" from the
Democratic Republic of Congo is on display just a bit further down
the aisle, at Didier Claes (stand 17); the glittering booth of Rolophe
Janssen (stand 18) presents a diverse selection of contemporary
works by artists such as Gert & Uwe Tobias, Eddie Martinez, Wim
Delvoye, and Sam Moyer; while a selection of classical sculptures
can be seen at Gallery Desmet (stand 27) just across the hallway,
highlighted by a crucifixion with a vanity in bronze, wood and
alabaster from the early eighteenth century, Florence, attributed to
Massimiliano Soldani Benzi.
It is not possible to overstate the diversity, but also the quality of
works presented at BRAFA. From Ancient and Tribal art to Old
Masters, from 20th-century decorative art and design to ceramics and
photography, the BRAFA exhibitors cover it all. Within this vast
universe, the selection of Modern and Contemporary art, which was
our main focus, is exhaustive, covering the majority of the 20th- and
21st-century movements.
It was not difficult to notice that the works of Hans Hartung, a
painter known for his gestural, formally aggressive abstraction whose
market is gaining momentum, were widely represented throughout
the fair, including Galerie Hurtebize (stand 52), Galerie Brame
& Lorenceau, Galerie Boulakia (stand 26) and Galerie Fleury (stand
25). Among highlights is a pretty little painting Untitled (1957), ink and
watercolor on paper, at the Galerie AB-BA (stand 50). The gallery also
presents works by Sam Francis, Hans Arp, Bernar Venet, Karel Appel,
Fernand

Leger

and

Pierre

Alechinsky.

Alechinsky,

a

Belgian

artist known for his involvement in the avant-garde CoBrA group, is
also significantly represented throughout the fair, namely at Boon
Gallery (stand 62), MDZ Art Gallery (stand 7) and Galerie Jamar (stand
87), among others. On Galerie Jamar's darkly painted walls, one can
also

see

an

impressive

selection

of

Belgian

modern

and

contemporary artists such as Jef Geys, Léon Spilliaert, Jan Fabre,
Panamarenko and James Ensor.
Besides De Jonckheere
Jonckheere, another striking piece by Belgian artist
Pierre Delvaux can be seen at the entry of Stern Pissaro Gallery
(stand 105). This museum-quality work featuring the illustrious
Penelope was painted during the most important period of Delvaux's
artistic production and has recently been put on the market. This
eclectic booth features a range of Impressionist pieces, juxtaposed
with a selection of Marc Chagall's works on paper and an impressive
selection of contemporary artworks by Victor Vasarely, Paul Jenkins,
Yayoi Kusama and Sonia Delaunay, as well as several preparatory
drawings by Christo for his projects Running Fence, The Gates, The

Mastaba of Abu Dhabi and Wrapped Reichstag. As you walk towards
Repetto Gallery (stand 60), you are immediately captivated by
another stunning large-scale piece by Christo, Surrounded Islands

(Project for Biscayne Bay, Greater Miami, Florida) from 1981. Another
arresting canvas by Kusama is a highlight of Helene Bailly
Gallery (stand 64). The piece is one of "kite" works, resulting from
the artistic project conceived by the German collector Paul Eubel.
Another piece from the same project is that of Japanese modernist
Kazuo Shiraga over at Geneva-based Opera Gallery (stand 84).
If you are interested in works on paper by modern masters, be sure
to pay a visit to Gilden's Art Gallery (stand 100), featuring works by
Calder, Picasso, Leger, Cocteau, Braque, Morandi and Miro, among
others. Lovers of Miro should also head to Galeria Jordi Pascual
(stand 81) for an exceptional 1973 gouache by the artist titled

Femmes et oiseaux. This Barcelona-based gallery also features
works by other Spanish masters such as Tapies, Dali, Clave and
Barcelo. A great Jean-Michel Basquiat 1986 painting Untitled (Head)
can be seen at Zidoun-Bossuyt Gallery (stand 77). A newcomer
gallery from Luxembourg, also featuring works by the American artist
Summer Wheat and the South African artist Neo Image Matloga, is
known for having introduced influential African-American artists to
the Luxembourg scene. Belgian gallery la Patinoire Royale |
Galerie Valérie Bach (stand 23) has chosen to formulate its
proposal in red and gold on a black background, in a deliberately
feminine and theatrical theme, featuring works by Jean Rets, Olga de
Amaral, Joana Vasconcelos, Casper Brindle and Lita Albuquerque,
among others. For modern ceramics and bronzes, check out the
booth of Bailly Gallery (stand 40), bringing together pieces by
Picasso, Rodin and van Dongen.
Belgian gallery Maruani Mercier (stand 57), which represents the
guest of honor, Arne Quinze, has dedicated an entire booth to the
artist's solo show. Quinze took over the gallery’s booth walls,
transforming it into an immersive atelier featuring new paintings
inspired by his garden, and sketches that offer insight into his
process.

BRAFA Art Fair 2022 - MARUANI MERCIER © Fabrice Debatty

Sales at BRAFA 2022
The opening weekend was a success for many galleries at the fair. On
the first day of BRAFA 2022, the Christ by the Flemish sculptor Jan III
van Doorne at Floris Van Wanroij Fine Art was acquired by the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam.
During the first weekend, Xavier Eeckhout sold several animal
sculptures, including a flat-tailed pigeon in white marble, 1925, by
Jan and Joël Martel, and a beautiful African Anon, in bronze, by
Armand Petersen, each for between €45,000 and €60,000, while
Philippe d'Arschot had his best preview in a long time, selling 6
important pieces of Belgian and German silverware from the 17th
and 18th centuries.
Die Galerie sold a work on paper signed by Paul Delvaux for 80.000€;
Francis Maere sold three works by Eugene Dodeigne, one of which
went for €185,000, and two others for €85,000 and €35,000; Francis
Janssens van der Maelen sold several sculptures including a
beautiful Isis statue by Marcel Wolfers and Roger Guérin from 1922
for around €50,000; Baronian found a buyer for a work by Robert
Mangold, Four squares within a square 3, 1974 for 320,000 euros;
Hurtebize sold a work composed of origami by Benjamin Gaumard;
Galerie AB-BA sold a Sam Francis from 1972; while Serge Schoffel's
gallery sold its entire collection of Rhombes from the Gulf of Papua
to a single collector for over €50,000.
Maruani Mercier sold 14 paintings by BRAFA's guest of honour Arne
Quinze for between € 50,000 and € 125,000.
BRAFA 2022 opened for the public in Brussels on June 19th and
remains on view until June 26th, 2022
2022.
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In the light of the upcoming CAN Art Fair that
is about to take place this summer in Ibiza, we
talked with Sasha Bogojev, who curated it's
program.

BRAFA's first Belgian Guest of Honour, Arne
Quinze talks about his practice rooted in
nature, the importance of bringing nature into
our cities and more.

VOLTA Basel art fair will take place this June
and will showcase 67 galleries, young
programs featuring NFT art, and a spotlight on
Middle Eastern artists.
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The art fair season is still on, and the gallerists, art collectors, and
artists seem to be buzzing around to catch all the opportunities and

Balasz Takac

exchange ideas in person after two years of digital interactions
caused by the pandemic.
This July, a new fair will be launched on the island of Ibiza - CAN Contemporary Art Now
Now, a summer extravaganza emphasizing the
new languages that have emerged, but also making room for the
proposals of established artists. Taking place from July 13th to
17th
17th, the debuting art event will host around thirty galleries and the
following programs at the exhibition space FECOEV, on the outskirts
of Dalt Vila on this enchanting island.
Founded by Sergio Sancho of UVNT Art Fair, CAN tends to become
an innovative platform focused on the latest tendencies in the
contemporary art realm. The fair selection will be curated by the
critic and disseminator, Sasha Bogojev, who has identified galleries
that are "situated at the forefront of the emerging world art

scene." Throughout the years, Bogojev participated in various
international publications and media and gained a reputation for his
curatorial engagement and long-term relationship with Juxtapoz
magazine. He added:

By focusing on emerging and mid-career
creators, there is a strong affinity towards
figuration among the works on display, which
will give the whole fair a very focused and
distinctive appeal.
As Sancho explains, the fair seeks to create connections and
become a relaxed gathering on an island that "has traditionally been

a sanctuary for artists and creators."

In the sixties, there was the 'Ibiza 59 Group' and
there is a good supply of local galleries. Our goal
is to strengthen the alliances of international
galleries with national ones. That artists from
here can enter the international circuit and that
those from abroad become better known in our
country.
We had a chat with Sasha Bogojev to learn more about the first
edition of the fair. In an exclusive Widewalls interview
interview, Bogojev
talks about his collaboration with the fair, the curatorial approach
behind this year's selection, the fair's highlights, and much more.

Bram Kinsbergen - The overwhelming noise, 2022. Mixed media on linen, H 140 x W 180 cm. Courtesy Everyday Gallery.

The Collaboration
Widewalls: You will be curating the inaugural edition of the
CAN Art Fair in Ibiza. How did this collaboration come about?
Sasha Bogojev: This collaboration came from a conversation that

Newsfeed
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Sergio Sancho and Sara Coriat from the UVNT fair started with me a
few years back. Originally, they offered me to curate that fair, but
since it was an existing project with its own identity and legacy, I
didn't feel like it was my place to get involved and mess that up.
However, when we first met in Madrid, I knew I wanted to do
something with them when the right opportunity arose. Eventually, in
late 2021 Sergio hinted that he was in a conversation with different
local agents in Ibiza about starting a new fair there, and having a
tabula rasa to work with felt like that opportunity that we were
hoping for.

Widewalls: What do you think sets CAN apart from other art
fairs?
SB: I don't want to pitch it like it's something that nobody has ever
seen cause it's conceived within a standard fair format. However, I do
like to think that the galleries that were selected to be part of the
inaugural year, and obviously, the work they will be presenting, will
make it an exciting, coherent presentation that makes sense as a
whole. On top of that, we're doing this in a dreamy location that is
Ibiza, so in order to fit, the fair is open in the late afternoon, between
17:00-21:00, which is something we noticed both the collectors and
the participating galleries are very supportive of.

Marria Pratts - 4 CLOCK + 1 MUSHROOM. Courtesy of Ruttkowski gallery

The Curatorial Concept
Widewalls: CAN is a curated art fair. What was your curatorial
process behind this year's selection?
SB: The idea behind CAN being a curatorial process was basically
bringing over the type of works that I've been featuring over the years
of working at Juxtapoz Magazine as well as in the shows I've been
working on at galleries worldwide. I was lucky that my personal
interest and appreciation for figurative painting matched what seems
to be somewhat of a trend globally, and over the past few years, I
built such a growing community of artists, galleries, collectors,
supporters, and appreciators that enjoy that style of works. So the
curatorial process doesn't have any theoretical aspect but is more
focused on a certain aesthetic and the diverse technical approaches
to working towards such.

Widewalls: This year, the fair will bring together around 30
international galleries. Are there some highlights you would
like to mention?
SB: I never like to name my favorite works in the shows I'm putting
together, and naming highlights in a fair feels about the same. But
there are definitely galleries and artists that I'm especially excited
about and works that I believe are worth watching out for.
Obviously, as a gallery that is regularly showing at Art Basel,
NANZUKA will probably be one of the more popular booths for
everyone visiting the fair. Madrid's VETA will also have a strong
presentation with some great names. I'm also excited about
Antwerp's Everyday gallery as they're building a reputation with their
fair displays, as are their Antwerp neighbors PLUS-ONE gallery and
Gallery Sofie Van de Velde. Droste gallery will have an extra-large
booth, so I'm excited to see how they will present their work. I
always enjoy the solo presentations, too, so I am looking forward to
seeing Robert Pokorny with Johansson Projects, Canyon Castator
with STEMS, Hesooo Kim with Afternoon, Stickymonger with WOAW,
and also the custom-made presentation that Jacolby Satterwhite is
working on with Lundgren Gallery.

Tomo Campbell - One Another, 2021. Oil in canvas, 200 x 250 cm © the artist, courtesy of Cob Gallery

The Highlights of the Fair
Widewalls: In addition to the gallery presentations, the fair
will be accompanied by a program of parallel events. What
can the audience expect from this section?
SB: Yeah, the team has been developing a five-day Collector
Programme that aims at making or broadening the connection
between the visitors and the island through exclusive opening day
events, dinners, studio visits, private collection tours, and visits to
museums and institutions. We are bringing collectors and visitors
from across the globe to contribute to this, and we have planned a
private visit to the Museum of Contemporary Art (Mace), a visit to the
studio of Laura De Grinyo, a ceramist based in Ibiza, a visit to Ses 12
Naus, a private foundation focus on artistic residences, the preview
of the new Eva Beresin exhibition at La Nave de las Salinas, the
curatorial project of the collector Lío Malca, among other things.

Widewalls: Unlike other fairs, CAN will be open to the public
only during the afternoons. What kind of advantages do you
think this concept brings to the fair?
SB: With me being a child of the Mediterranean and the team behind
the fair being the same, we are very fond of the local lifestyle and
"tranquilo" attitude, so we wanted to do something to encourage
that. A lot of fairs out there are in fact, quite tiring for everyone
involved (if you can label doing something you love as "tiring"), so we
wanted to step back a bit from that and provide more chances to
enjoy the environment. The late afternoon opening times should give
everyone enough time to fill their batteries through the day and
experience the island in the best way possible before enjoying art
and networking.

Widewalls: How do you see CAN develop and evolve in the
future?
SB: I must say I'm taken by the great buzz that's already existing
around the fair, and we didn't even start yet! This makes me very
optimistic about the coming years and the possibilities that we have
on the island. Primarily, we're hoping to be accepted well by the
locals and, from there, grow into something that both the visitors
and the local population will look forward to.
The fair location gives us big possibilities to grow in size, but besides
that, we're hoping to spread our activity throughout the island and
maybe even bring a taste of the island to others too. But as a
"simple" guy that can only focus on one thing at a time, I'm now
determined that we make CAN 2022 a great one, and that will surely
set a strong base to grow and develop from.
Featured image: Portrait of Sasha Bogojev. Photo by Inneke Gebruers.
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Balancing tradition and innovation, BRAFA 2022
presents a rich and wide-ranging line-up,
featuring 115 Belgian and international
exhibitors.
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VOLTA Basel art fair will take place this June
and will showcase 67 galleries, young
programs featuring NFT art, and a spotlight on
Middle Eastern artists.

Taking place this May, VOLTA New York 2022
announced the program and additional
activities, highlighting its international reach.
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